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ROTOCONTROL Signs New Agent for
Scandinavia
Nortech-Solutions now local agent for Denmark, Iceland, Norway and Sweden.

LINAU, Germany (November 26, 2019) – ROTOCONTROL announces a new local agent for its
portfolio of label slitter/rewinder inspection and finishing machines for Scandinavia label printers.
Nortech-Solutions is now the local ROTOCONTROL agent for Denmark, Iceland, Norway and
Sweden.
Led by Jeppe Mølvadgaard and Mads Iversen, Nortech-Solutions
supplies advanced technology across several industries. They partner
with companies to increase their quality and competitive strength through
automation and process optimization, and bring a rich background from
previous senior positions held in the label industry.
“The new partnership between Nortech-Solutions and ROTOCONTROL
will strengthen the Scandinavian flexo market, with a salesforce
committed to support customers with high service and technical
knowledge” said Mølvadgaard. “With ROTOCONTROL’s solid mix of
advanced, modular label finishing solutions and their new Ecoline series
balancing high-quality components with a cost-effective framework,
Mads Iversen (left) and Jeppe
together we will bolster ROTOCONTROL’s position throughout
Mølvadgaard of Nortech-Solutions with
Scandinavia.”
Marco Aengenvoort, Managing Director
of ROTOCONTROL (far right)

“I am pleased to welcome Nortech-Solutions to our global network of
agents,” said Marco Aengenvoort, ROTOCONTROL managing director. “With their technical
background and connection to label printers throughout Scandinavia, they will be a great asset
in representing the ROTOCONTROL brand.
“We continue to seek additional partners to globally represent our complete portfolio of label
finishing and printing equipment, especially with our additional line-up of the cost-effective
Ecoline suite for label inspection, slitting and rewinding, and the advanced DT 340 Screen L350
hybrid printing and finishing press.”
Contact:
Nortech Solutions
Agro Food Park 13
8200 Aarhus N.
+45 53808929
info@nortech-solutions.com
www.nortech-solutions.com
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About Rotocontrol International GmbH
ROTOCONTROL, a wholly owned subsidiary of EMT International (www.emtinternational.com),
designs and manufactures leading-edge finishing machines for label inspection, slitting,
rewinding, die cutting, overprinting, digital and booklet printed labels, for converters in the
narrow web industry. Available globally, ROTOCONTROL offers machines from smaller basic
rewinders to feature-rich, sophisticated models with multiple options featuring S-Drive servo
technology enabling maximum web control for the most delicate film and foil materials.
With production facilities, sales, and service in Germany and the USA, ROTOCONTROL
maintains the highest level of product quality through ease of use, absolute control and flexibility
with a focus on operator safety and efficiency. ROTOCONTROL is the partner of choice in the
finishing of label products.
Meet us at the Finish Line
www.rotocontrol.com
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